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Abstract. One of the main problems in fruit production is the ambient low temperatures. It means that
low temperature in early spring compromised the flowers and fruits. Apricot tree is known as an early
blooming and sensitive to frost. In accordance to this in East Azarbaijan which is one of the important
apricot production regions in Iran, rate of frost resistance of a few commercial apricot cultivars as
Nassiri, Ghermez Shahrood, Dorosht Malaier, Ghorban Maraghe and Kanino were investigated.
Experimental samples were studied under four different cold treatment levels (+2, 0, -2, -40C).
Experimental traits include sensitivity and difference of anther, petal, stigma, style and ovary to
temperature treatment, which have been morphologically evaluated. About all cultivars with progress of
phenological stages and temperature decrease, damage percent increased. Among the above cultivars,
Dorosh Malaier had a lowest and Ghorban Maraghe had a highest damage percent in low temperature.
Nassiri, Ghermez Shahrood and Kanino were palced among mentioned cultivars. Proline quantity after
cold treatment was evaluated as well. The results showed that between increase in proline and cold
resistance in above mentioned cultivars don’t have a complete liner correlation.
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Introduction. One of the most important fruit trees in Iran, especially in Azerbaijan
region is the Apricot (Prunus armeniaca L.) whose products are used as fresh fruits, jam,
can, etc. It's also exported to other countries. Apricot contains an important amount of
K+, vitamin A, P, aspartic acid, glutamine and metionine (Tamassy & Zayan 1983).
In according to early flowering, cold stress injury is a limiting factor in planting and
processing apricots, so in capable areas this factor cause production decreases. Chilling
also decrease quality and quantity of products (Probesting 1978). This damage is mostly
occurred thorough ice formation as long as cell survival depends on ice location. Ice
formation may take place into or out cells (Hare & Cress 1997). A few factors are
important in cold hardiness of flower buds, including genotype, flower phonological
stages, ice formation place, water content and nutrition (Lu & Rieyer 1993; Rodrigo
2000). In late summer receptors in leaf get signals of shortening the days and produce
substances in response which motivated cold hardening. These substances are
transferred from leafy branches to leafless ones. This stage is known as primary stage of
hardening (Rodrigo 2000). Studies show that leafy branches in sunlight are better
acclimated than leafless branches (Yelnosky 1979; Erez et al 1998).
The second stage of hardening is motivated by low temperature. Most plants achieve
the highest rate of cold resistance after they are exposed freezing temperature. This
stage is known as third stage of resistance (Faust 1989; Linden 2002). In some case
proline, betaine and glycine can increase the osmotic stress. Proline is the most
important because of high osmotic pressure and non toxic at high level (Buban & Touri
1985). Growth regulators treatment sometimes causes higher cold resistance. Abscisic
acid (ABA) treatment (1-4 mol) causes cold resistance increased with 2 degrees (-14 to 160C) (Fuchigamiet et al 1971). In this case ABA causes lipid reduction per oxidation of
cell membrane, creates membrane stability and save inters cellular proline (Chen & Li
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2002). Referring to early flowering of apricot trees in places like East Azarbaijan which
are capable of chilling, some part of production is lost annually, so to indicate resistant
cultivars five commercial cultivars planted in this area named: Nassiri, Germez Shahrood,
Gorbane Maraghe, Kanino and Doroshte Malaier were evaluated.
Material and Method. For these study five cultivars from Agricultural Research Center
of East Azerbaijan was selected. Three trees were selected from each cultivar. Each
experimental units consisting by three branches, each one contains ten buds, i.e. 30 buds
for each treatment in four thermal levels (+2, 0, -2, -40C) and six phenological stages
(swelled bud, visible petals, visible sepals, full bloom, after petal fall, after fruit set) was
studied. After thermal treatment for 16-24 h, samples where placed at room temperature
to observe chilling injuries. Firstly anthers, petals, sepals, style, pistil and ovary
morphologically were evaluated. In the second stage were evaluated the proline levels by
Bietes et al (1973) method. This study was conducted as a multi factorial experiment
(5×6×4) in three randomized replication. First factor is the cultivar, second is the
phenological stages and third factor is the thermal levels. Data evaluated with MSTATC at
5% level.
Results and Discussion. Flowers are sensitive to low temperatures and at long
exposure increase the damage percentage. Pistil is more sensitive to stress, i.e. cold
stress causes extreme damage in them. Among pistil organs, ovary is more sensitive
than style and stigma. Afrigore effects in ovary decreases meristematic activity (Rodrigo
2000).
As it’s shown in Table 1, +20C doesn't damage any flower organs, but decreasing
temperature from +20C to 00C and -20C cause gradually increasing damage. From -20C to
-40C the highest damage was observed.
Studies show that increasing of anoxia cause such damages (Probesting 1978).
Some researchers believe that low temperature causes protein breakage which is
important for protein shortage and accumulation of toxic products (Hare & Cress 1997).
Studies reports, that survival at low temperature of some cultivars is related to
cell membrane structure and higher amount of unsaturated fatty acids. Some cultivars
have supercooling ability which prevents cell damage at lower temperature. Ice formation
prevents the trees from supercooling. Other cultivars such as Prunus padus don't have
supercooling ability but do to raceme inflorescence some flower survive (Kadir &
Probesting 1994).
Apple browning is a distinctive morphological index causing bud drying and their
abscission. Flower outer organs such as petals and sepals may be safe while inner organs
such as anthers and ovary could be damaged.
Damaged organs seem brown or yellow-brown which is distinctive morphological
sign of chilling injury (Figure 1). Damage percentage is not only influenced by
temperature but is also by phenological stage too. It means that dormant buds have the
highest cold resistance, which is related to increasing of inhibitors, decrease of water
content and scale formation on the bud at this time. Also in resistant buds a large
number of ices is formed in scales and axils, but in non-resistant buds ice formation is
inside of flower and bud scales (Rodrigo 2000).
Some cellular changes such as activation of certain genes in low temperature
cause hardening. For example gene Cor-15-a activated in chloroplasts of Arabidopsis
thaliana causes freezing preservation of organs (Warren 1998). In alfalfa Ca2+ is
transported from cell wall to aqueous part of cytoplasm in cold stress. In addition cold
temperature motivates phosphorylation degree changing of some proteins which exist in
cytosol. Both of mentioned alteration cause cell survives in cold condition.
Studies show that protein phosphorylation has a role in cold signal transmission.
In such case kinase activity and inactivation of phosphatase cause easier shift of cold
signals to nucleus. In alfalfa PP1a and PP2a proteins are responsible for more than 85%
cell phosphatase activity (Monory et al 1998). With progress of phenological stages buds
are more sensitive, as in full bloom they are more susceptible and the most damage is
occurred. The second vulnerable stage is after petal fall. This damage is related to special
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cell situation and cell wall condition (Table 2). In some species ovary may be safe in cold
temperature but anthers or petals may be damaged. In peaches ovary browning may
have no external symptoms (Rodrigo 2000). In accordance to high ovary sensitivity it is
expected to be the damaged organ while other flower organs to be probably safe (Figure
2).

Figure 1. Damaged pistil.

Figure 2. Intact flower organs.

Table 1
Damaged flower organs percentage at different temperatures of studied cultivars
Temperature
+2
0
-2
-4

Petal
0*
2.2 a**
6b
28.3 c

Anther
0
1.1 a
2a
24.4 a

Stigma
0
8.6 a
17.1 b
37 c

Style
0
7.2 a
16.7 b
37.3 c

Ovary
0
7.8 a
18.7 b
42.8 c

*0 indicates no damage, **Means in each column with same letters are not significantly at 5% level, DNMRT.

Table 2
Damaged flower organs percentage at different phenological stages of studied cultivars
Phenological stages
Winter Bud

Petals
1 a**

Anthers
0.8 a

Stigma
3a

Style
3.6 a

Ovary
5.8 a

Sepals Visible

12.7 b

12.1 c

18 b

18.2 b

18.4 b

Petals Visible

12.9 b

4.7 b

23 c

21.5 c

21.5 c

Blooming

22.1 c

19.9 d

40.6 d

35.2 d

38.7 d

After Petals Abscission

--

--

--

--

34.1 c

After Fruit set

--

--

--

--

0.5*

*Samples exposed only at 0 and -20C, ** Means in each column with same letters are not significantly at 5%
level, DNMRT.

Proline production increases in stress condition. At tall plants are two cycles for proline
production: Glotamate and Ornitine. The first cycle is activated by stress or nitrogen
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shortage and the second one is activated by the high nitrogen level in the cell (Chen & Li
2002).
Proline production preserves NADP+/NADPH levels which have an important role in
electron conduction. In this case increasing oxidative pentose-phosphate cycle activity
causes secondary metabolite production (Hare & Cress 1997). In chilling sensitive plants
proline increasing is lower than the necessary amount for cold hardiness, unless high
level of proline is added before stress (Chen & Li 2002). Of course higher proline level
doesn't always cause cold resistance (Yelenosky 1979). Proline production prevents cell
from extra acidification.After stress proline catalyses which help mitochondrial oxidative
phosphorylation and ATP production helps damage recovery (Hare & Cresss 1997).
In the present study proline samples were evaluated after cold treatment. As
shown in (Table 3) the highest proline level is in winter buds and the lowest in full blooms
which is correlated whit damage percent. After petals fall, the proline level is high but
newly developed cells have low ability against stress (Table 3). After cold treatment
proline increases.
In winter, wheat thermal treatment causes to increase proline. Resistant cultivars
has higher proline rather than sensitive cultivars but there are some exceptions such as
6022w1-121 semi tender winter wheat which has higher proline rather than AF93-2 as a
resistant cultivar (Petcu & Terbea 1995).
In studied cultivar Kanino which produces higher proline rather than Dorosht
Malaier, has higher damage percentage too.
Salt treatment in some herbal plants produced higher proline and cold resistance
(Ryu et al 1995).
In resistant Black Locust cultivar, 17 proteins were found that didn't exist in
sensitive cultivars (Tamassy & Zayan 1983).
This study showed that genotype affected damage rate is the lowest at Dorosht
Malayer and the highest at Gorban Maraghe. Other cultivars like Nassiri, Kanino and
Germez Shahrood stood between the two motioned cultivars (Table 4).
Yelenosky (1979) conducted that in citrus is no linear correlation in proline level
and cold resistance. Our studies conducted at the same result.
Table 3
Proline level (micro mol/fw-1) at different phonological stages of studied cultivars

Cultivars

After
fruit set

After petals
abssision

Blooming

Petals
visible

Sepals
visible

Winter
bud

Nassiri
Ghermez Shahrood
Ghorban Maraghe
Dorosht Malayer
Kanino

4.24def*
3.12ghi
3.21fgh
3.56fg
5.87abc

4.81cde
3.97efg
5.64abc
6.37ab
4.17ef

2.01jk
1.86jk
1.38k
1.96jk
1.65 k

2.05ijk
2.94ghij
1.99jk
2.14hijk
3.44fg

3.85efg
3.51fg
3.20fgh
5.24bcd
5.70abc

5.67abc
5.90abc
6.62 a
5.30bc
5.89abc

*Means in each column with the same letters are not significantly different at 5% level, DNMRT.

Table 4
Damage percent of flower organs among studied cultivars
Cultivars
Nassiri
Ghermez Shahrood
Ghorban Maraghe
Dorosht Malayer
Kanino

Ovary
25.6 c*
19.4 b
30.9 c
10.6 a
29.1 c

Style
20.3 bc
22.7 c
28.1 d
12.3 a
18.6 b

Stigma
20.2 b
23.2 b
37.8 c
13.6 a
19.6 b

Anthers
12 b
8.2 a
13.1 b
7.2 a
5.2 a

*Means in each column with the same letters are not significantly different at 5% level, DNMRT.
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Petals
13.6 b
8a
15.7 b
9.2 a
14.3 b

Conclusions. Study results showed that cultivars should be selected based on
climacteric conditions. In regions with probable spring chilling planting of sensitive
cultivars such as Gorban Maraghe should be avoided. On the other hand late irrigation is
useful to decrease chilling risk, and irregular fertilization increase chilling damage rate.
The best method to increase cold hardiness is to use resistant rootstock such as Harcot,
Harvard and Harogen in apricot (Warren 1998). Cultivars with longer dormancy period
are recommended. Methods such as mist, fog and sprinkler irrigation have lower effect
on chilling preservation.
Not at list growth inhibitors usage leads to improvement of cold hardiness (Mauk
et al 1987).
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